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Background 

The following provides a report of Technical Assistance activities provided to Kentucky, Texas, and Arizona 
between February 2023 and August 2023 for the FHWA National Planning and Environment Linkage (PEL) 
Framework contract. Planning and Environment Linkages (PEL) is an important initiative for FHWA to 
improve interagency collaboration, data accessibility, and documentation of planning products so that its 
relevant and useful in NEPA. State-to-state collaboration, and the sharing of ideas and notable practices, 
is an important way to advance PEL processes within each state. FHWA has begun providing technical 
assistance to states to further their PEL programs and expects to continue to offer such assistance over 
the coming years.   

Description of Assistance Provided 
Renaissance collaborated with FHWA to identify opportunities for state technical assistance based on the 
information shared during previously held individual state workshops and a Peer Exchange among six 
state DOTs. Renaissance prepared a draft workplan for providing technical assistance to Texas and 
Kentucky in February, and Arizona shortly after in March of 2023. Renaissance worked with each state to 
determine the individual technical assistance needs which are detailed below.  

Kentucky 
The team worked with Kentucky Transportation Commission staff to assess two PEL scopes of work and 
submitted documentation on opportunities to integrate the National PEL Framework to Kentucky in May 
of 2023. A total of three calls were held between February and May of 2023 including an introductory call 
and two follow up technical assistance calls to discuss the PEL study scopes and opportunities for 
improvement in line with the National PEL Framework.  

The Renaissance team reviewed the scope of work for the I-65 Interchange and Connector PEL Study 
and extracted all text related to the three main pillars of the National PEL Framework. During our 
coordination call on March 27, 2023, these topics were discussed with the KYTC team, and the 
takeaways were compiled in another document included in this document.  

Texas 

The team worked with Texas DOT staff to identify opportunity areas and conducted a series of four 
meetings from February to August 2023 with TxDOT Central Office and District planning representatives. 
Prior to these calls, Renaissance investigated current TxDOT planning and environmental processes and 
prepared materials to explain the substance of the FHWA National PEL Framework in general terms so 
TxDOT could consider how they might enhance decision making to better achieve TxDOT objectives. 
Renaissance also presented information explaining how systems-oriented transportation planning studies 
can provide relevant products and decisions useful for the NEPA process. During the calls, participants 
identified areas to strengthen their PEL practices to become more programmatic rather than project 
based, focusing on data management and access, documentation, and collaboration and integration. 
These opportunities were provided to participants in a summary document which is included in this 
document. In June 2023, Renaissance also attended a workshop to discuss and provide input on the 
development of TxDOT’s PEL Handbook.   

Arizona 
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The team worked with Arizona to explore opportunities to expand and improve their data organization 
and analysis in accordance with the National PEL Framework. A total of four calls were held between 
March and August 2023 including an introductory call, two follow up technical assistance calls, and a final 
peer exchange workshop between ADOT and FDOT. During these calls, Renaissance explained the 
substance of the FHWA PEL Framework in the context of the core pillar 2 (Data Organization and Analysis 
- Incorporation of Reliable Data in Analysis). Renaissance then coordinated and held a virtual peer 
engagement session between FHWA, Arizona DOT, Florida DOT and University of Florida GeoPlan Center. 
During this exchange, the two states were asked to develop presentations and information that conveys 
their experience, challenges, and lesson learned for organizing a data library and clearinghouse. The 
discussion from this exchange is included in this document.  
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Applying the National PEL Framework to Kentucky 
Transportation Commission (KYTC) PEL Study Scopes 
May 17, 2023 
 

Considerations for future PEL scopes, and for implementation of PEL studies  
Background: The US 60 Ohio River Crossing PEL Study and the I-64 Interchange and Connector 
PEL Study are KYTC’s first PEL studies. The recent I-64 Interchange and Connector Study offers 
opportunities to set the tone for continued advancement of KYTC’s PEL program and for 
implementation to be aligned with the National PEL Framework. The scope of work sets the 
stage for the effort that KYTC has already put into implementing their PEL practices. It contains 
elements that align with the National PEL Framework and its core pillars of collaboration, 
inclusion of data, and documentation.  

During our collaborations, we discussed the importance of clearly distinguishing the PEL study 
analyses with those supporting subsequent NEPA studies both in terms of the level of detail and 
expected outcomes.  This can help to achieve alignment between the analyses supporting the 
PEL study and NEPA evaluation, such that the NEPA study builds on the PEL study outcomes and 
minimizes duplication of effort.   The I-64 Interchange and Connector PEL work scope 
articulates the analyses that will be conducted, as well as how stakeholders will be engaged and 
how their input will shape the planning analysis and decisions.   

Future PEL scopes could be strengthened by describing how the outcomes of the PEL studies 
will inform the subsequent NEPA phase, as well as how stakeholder engagement will continue 
from PEL study through NEPA environmental review.  

Defining the appropriate level of analysis for the PEL study is important to optimize PEL benefits 
and efficiencies.  The analysis should be adequate to develop planning products and decisions 
that inform a subsequent NEPA study, such as developing a clear understanding of Purpose and 
Need by the public and resource agency stakeholders and conducting an environmental 
screening to eliminate unreasonable alternatives from further study in NEPA. Continued 
collaboration among the DOT planning and environment staff is equally important.  

Figure 1 below summarizes various considerations, outcomes and associated PEL authorities. 
The differences in desired outcomes illustrate the flexibility in applying PEL and convey the 
different authorities that are applicable for different scenarios. Becoming familiar with the PEL 
authorities can help to strengthen work scopes to align with the PEL conditions and 
requirements applicable to the planning and environmental review processes, respectively.  
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Figure 1.  Planning and Environment Linkages Authorities 

 

The following considerations emerged out of our discussion with KYTC staff for inclusion in 
future PEL study scopes and for potential integration into the current studies.   

Documentation of processes and planning products to support subsequent NEPA 
activities 
Given that KYTC has initiated its first two PEL Studies, there has not been an established 
method/requirements for documentation. For the specific planning products from these 
studies (e.g. purpose and need; alternatives evaluation and elimination of unreasonable 
alternatives) to be adopted or incorporated by reference within NEPA at a later point, there 
must be clear and sufficient documentation that is accessible to those who will later need 
them. The planning analysis should be thorough and objective, and the rationale for decision-
making should be well documented.   

The I-64 Interchange and Connector PEL Scope outlines various types of decisions and processes 
to be documented.  The following considerations could strengthen documentation in future PEL 
study scopes:  

• Consider including language in the scope that clearly requires documentation of study 
outcomes in a way that will inform the future NEPA scope and process.  

• Consider methods to ensure the documentation of planning products are made easily 
available to NEPA practitioners after the PEL study is complete.  
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For example, a beneficial expected outcome of a PEL study is that it will clearly articulate the 
project context and purpose and need for the project.  The preparation of an initial purpose 
and need statement that is developed in collaboration with and understood by project 
stakeholders can build trust among partner agencies, reduce exhaustive discussions about the 
project purpose and need during NEPA, and result in time and cost efficiencies. 

Another expected benefit of a PEL study is that it will eliminate unreasonable alternatives (with 
good documentation of the process and rationale for elimination) prior to a subsequent NEPA 
study. Characterizing the analytical process and stakeholder engagement, particularly with 
environmental resource agencies, to identify and eliminate unreasonable alternatives from 
further consideration in NEPA can result in efficiencies and cost savings.   

A challenge expressed by KYTC included communicating the value of having thorough 
documentation in planning. Taking time to communicate the importance and value of good 
documentation to project managers, as well as providing tools and a methodology for 
supportive and accessible documentation, can help address this issue. KYTC already employs 
project tracking software where project development agreements or commitments are 
communicated and tracked. KYTC should consider exploring the opportunity for PEL 
documentation to be included within this software platform so that it is accessible in NEPA. 
Currently, there are varying levels of documentation employed by project managers. Providing 
standardized templates to support documentation and training on their use could also help to 
address this challenge.  

Some resources and notable practices for documentation of planning analyses in advance of 
NEPA from other states, namely Florida and North Carolina, are described and linked below.  

North Carolina Interagency Coordination Protocol Documentation Guidance and Tools 

North Carolina DOT established a coordination protocol with the Institute for Transportation 
Research and Education to support long range transportation planning in collaboration with 
important process partners. The Protocol includes guidance on saving information to the 
comprehensive transportation plan protocol and on collecting documentation from agencies as 
they provide information on plans and primary data. This guidance is referenced throughout 
the six protocols and the procedure to update the protocol.  

North Carolina Problem Statement  

In North Carolina, Problem Statements are developed with the goal of being used as a starting 
point for NEPA or SEPA. They therefore are also intended to save time in preparing or agreeing 
to the purpose and need statement during project development. Detailed Procedure and 
Guidance documents are linked as resources with specifics included on necessary 
documentation.  

 

https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/planning/TPB%20Documents/Interagency-Coord-Protocol-2016Feb5.pdf
https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/planning/TPB%20Documents/Interagency-Coord-Protocol-2016Feb5.pdf
https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/planning/Pages/Problem-Statement.aspx
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North Carolina Alternatives and Scenario Analysis  

North Carolina has created a procedure that provides a consistent methodology for completing 
and documenting alternative and scenario analysis in comprehensive transportation and long-
range planning. Alternatives and 
scenario analysis can vary greatly 
depending on available staff and 
funding resources, so a consistent 
procedure for analysis and 
documentation can ensure that 
results are useful in long range 
planning and for future project 
development. An Alternatives and 
Scenario Analysis Procedure 
template and Flowchart are 
included as linked resources.  

Environmental Screening Tool Overview (fdot.gov) and Efficient Transportation Decision 
Making (fla-etat.org – Document Library)  

Florida’s Environmental Screening Tool (EST) stores project diaries of project analyses, 
commitments and decisions that have been made from early project screenings. The 
information is packaged as a Planning or Programming Summary Report that is used as a 
reference in support of the NEPA scope and study. Planning products, including the project 
description, project purpose and need statement, participating and cooperating agencies, 
alternatives evaluation, and agency comments and commitments are housed within the EST. 
These documents can be searched for within the above linked Document Library.  

Interagency and Intra-agency engagement 

The following are considerations to strengthen inter- and intra-agency engagement in future 
PEL study scopes:  

• Consider using scope language that is clear on the intent of engagement with the public 
and stakeholders (e.g. why are they meeting, how will they collaborate, and what are 
the expected outcomes).  

• Consider using scope language that makes clear how engagement will support 
development of planning products, such as purpose and need statements and the 
identification and reduction of alternatives.  

• Consider scope language that clarifies how project information will be provided to 
stakeholders, including resource agencies, so they understand the project and can 
comment in a meaningful way. This includes information about:    

https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/planning/Pages/Alternatives-Scenario_Analysis.aspx
https://www.fdot.gov/environment/est-overview.shtm
https://etdmpub.fla-etat.org/est/
https://etdmpub.fla-etat.org/est/
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• Project context; 

• Project purpose and need; 

• How initial alternatives were defined; 

• Process/method for resource agencies to provide commentary.  

Another challenge expressed by KYTC involved methods to ensure engagement of 
environmental resource agencies within their PEL initiatives. In Florida and North Carolina, the 
DOT has funded positions with partner resource agencies to participate in their PEL programs. 
Agency operating agreements have been developed that specify the agency roles and 
responsibilities for participation in their PEL programs. KYTC has funded positions within the 
Army Corps of Engineers and the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).  Consideration 
should be given to funding other partner agency positions (either full-time or part-time as 
warranted) with clear agency roles and responsibilities in support of KYTC’s PEL program. 

KYTC also mentioned the challenge of coordinating with resource agencies. It is common that 
contacts lists are upwards of 80 people, so establishing the appropriate singular points of 
contact for certain topics is important.  Clearly communicating the type of engagement desired 
and the reason for the engagement can help to define the appropriate contacts. Operating 
agreements can also help to establish points of contact and specific expectations for 
collaboration and engagement. In addition, setting specific touch points with the designated 
agency representatives throughout the life of a PEL study, for example, can help to limit the 
overinclusion of supporting agency staff. In Florida, for example, there is a primary point of 
contact with each environmental resource agency, and their responsibility is to coordinate 
among agency colleagues to ensure coordinated input for project reviews and correspondence.   

 

Notable Practices for Engagement  
Interagency Coordination Protocol for North Carolina’s Transportation Process 
North Carolina DOT established a coordination protocol with the Institute for Transportation 
Research and Education to support long range transportation planning in collaboration with 
important process partners. These partners include MPOs, Rural Planning Organizations, FHWA, 
FTA, environmental resource agencies, local governments, land use agencies, and other entities 
participating in long range transportation plan development. The protocol includes background 
information on how it was developed which includes a variety of different outreach and 
engagement efforts. The protocol describes how to initiate contact, coordinate between 
agencies on data and goals, validate priorities, coordinate on projects, and submit final plans. It 
also includes a survey that is sent to resource agencies at the completion of transportation 
planning processes to provide feedback on the quality of coordination. The protocol also 
includes example email templates for communication at different stages in the transportation 
planning process, and the Annual Coordination Process Survey to gather feedback on 

https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/planning/TPB%20Documents/Interagency-Coord-Protocol-2016Feb5.pdf
https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/planning/TPB%20Documents/Interagency-Coord-Protocol-2016Feb5.pdf
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coordination processes pertaining to different resources. The figures below show example tools 
included in the protocol to coordinate between agencies.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Management and Access 
KYTC described how interaction with data is done largely on a project-by-project basis rather 
than through a data clearinghouse. Investing in the creation of a data clearinghouse could 
provide time savings for the data gathering and analysis phase that is currently conducted for 
each individual project. The platform that KYTC already uses for project development, ArcGIS 
hub, could be used as a starting point for a data clearinghouse that supports all planning and 
project development.   

Creating a State GIS Databases to Support PEL  
A working group consisting of both users and technology experts is an effective way to organize 
a data clearinghouse and management structure that fulfills the needs of end users. Figure 2 
shows the key considerations and elements that are pertinent to a successful data organization 
and management structure and the efficiency of using and viewing the data from the systems 
planning level to NEPA.   
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Data Organization and Accessibility 
One of the initial considerations in establishing a data clearinghouse is the location and 
infrastructure requirements for the data repository. It is often best to build upon established 
data repositories that state or regional agencies may have in place for various planning and 
research initiatives. Universities and colleges, with GIS staff, can also be a great resource to 
serve as a data clearinghouse.   

Data accessibility is a key consideration. Different data access privileges can be established for 
different user groups. Data access privileges can range from those serving in database 
management roles with authority to update and manage data to access privileges that only 
allow for download and use of data sets. The different access privileges ideally are determined 
based on the needs and roles of individuals and agencies using the data. Establishing these 
privileges can help nurture trust among transportation and resource/regulatory agencies, which 
is essential for obtaining consent from agencies to share data.  

Figure 2. Considerations for Creating a Statewide GIS Database to Support PEL
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Data Management 
States looking to establish or refine their data 
repository will ideally first inventory what data sets 
they have available and what data are desired or 
needed to support systems- and corridor-level 
evaluations. Additionally, it is important to 
understand how these data sets can be accessed. 
When establishing a data repository there are 
several items to consider including data currency 
and reliability and consistent data formats and 
mapping standards. To ensure that current and 
reliable data are accessible, requirements for 
collecting, maintaining, and updating data must be 
specified. Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) 
/ Agency Operating Agreements (AOA) between 
the data clearinghouse entity and the agencies who 
maintain their own datasets will stipulate the 
frequency of data updates, metadata 
requirements, and the format of data. This is a 
proven method for ensuring access to current, 
reliable, and usable data. Figure 3 shows key 
considerations for a coordinated data management 
framework.                                 

 
Notable Practices 
University of Florida GeoPlan Center Digital Library 

In 1998 the University of Florida GeoPlan Center established a free, web-based digital library of 
approximately 500 spatial data layers pertaining to Florida. This is known as the Florida 
Geographic Data Library (FGDL). The FGDL serves as the data clearinghouse for transportation 
project evaluations supporting Florida’s ETDM Process. Data is maintained by the GeoPlan 
Center, who ensures consistent formatting and access to reliable data. Operating Agreements 
with Federal and state resource agencies stipulate the reporting and data updating 
requirements.  

Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG) Data Catalog  

The Regional Data Catalog is a repository of open data managed by DRCOG to support 
communities in making informed, data-driven decisions in areas including mobility, land use, 
and changing demographics. The data is regional in scale and is developed and compiled from 
local governments, data companies, land use and travel models, and data acquisition projects.  

Figure 3. Data Management Considerations 

https://www.geoplan.ufl.edu/portfolio/etdm/
https://appriver3651006727.sharepoint.com/sites/PrjFHWA/Shared%20Documents/ToolsTechProcess/Documents/Task3/DraftFramework/The%20Regional%20Data%20Catalog%20is%20a%20repository%20of%20open%20data%20managed%20by%20the%20Denver%20Regional%20Council%20of%20Governments.%20The%20datasets%20in%20this%20catalog%20support%20communities%20in%20making%20informed,%20data-driven%20decisions%20in%20areas%20including%20mobility,%20land%20use,%20and%20changing%20demographics.
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Kentucky PEL Scope Analysis 
May 12, 2023 

Document Purpose:  

The Renaissance team reviewed the scope of work for the I-65 Interchange and Connector PEL Study 
and extracted all text related to the three main pillars of the National PEL Framework. The color coding 
is explained below, and there are comments for consideration throughout. During our coordination call 
on March 27, 2023, these topics were discussed with the KYTC team, and the takeaways are compiled in 
a separate document.  

Color legend:   Narrative pulled from scope related to documentation, data, and engagement. 

• Documentation 
• Data 
• Engagement 

Overarching Questions:  
• What PEL authorities are being used to ensure that the planning analysis and decisions can be 

used in NEPA?  Consider referencing the applicable PEL authorities in future PEL scopes. 
• Are the scope items highlighted in green being documented in a way such that they’re 

supportive of and useful in NEPA? What have you learned from this in the past? Have there 
been challenges? How are planning products resulting from the PEL study stored and made 
available to NEPA practitioners in the next phase?  

• For the data, are resource agencies involved in the analysis and selection of relevant data? Does 
KY have a data clearinghouse for natural, cultural, sociocultural environmental data or is it 
organized for each project?  Is the Kentucky State Clearinghouse a platform to receive input 
from environmental resource agencies? 

• How are these studies distinguished from the analysis in the subsequent NEPA study?  Does the 
scope anticipate clear documentation of how the study outcomes will inform the NEPA scope 
and process?  Consider the level of detail of the analyses and minimize analyses that will be 
required in the NEPA phase. 

• Is it expected that these studies will eliminate unreasonable alternatives (with good 
documentation of process and rationale for eliminating alternatives) prior to the NEPA study?   

• Is there clear intent of engagement with public and stakeholders – why are we meeting with you 
and what are the expected outcomes? How will engagement refine and document alternatives 
to be evaluated to minimize redo in NEPA? 

• How will project information be provided to stakeholders, resource agencies so they understand 
the project and can comment in a meaningful way?  (e.g. project context, purpose and need, 
how initial alternatives were defined, process/method for resource agencies to understand 
alternatives and provide commentary).  

• Is there a process for identifying the potential permits/commitments that may be needed? 
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I-64 Interchange and Connector Scope of Work 
• The purpose of this project would be to reduce congestion on the existing roadway network, to 

enhance mobility within and adjacent to the study area, and to improve connectivity to I-64 in 
the study area (which extends into Shelby County) as shown in Figure 1.  

• Qk4 will develop a purpose and need statement during the planning study process to identify 
mobility and connectivity project issues, goals, and needs within the study area. This statement 
will be developed in accordance with the KYTC and FHWA guidance. 

• Qk4 will assemble and prepare GIS data and aerial mapping for use in project displays and 
presentations. Background data for the preparation of a project base map will be gathered from 
available digital orthophotos, KYTC, LOJIC, or other GIS maps. The base map will serve as the 
starting point for maps used throughout the project. 

o Lane, shoulder and median widths 
o Horizontal curves and vertical grades 
o Bridge geometrics and deficiencies 
o Speed limits 
o Truck Routes 
o Functional Classification and Roadway System Designation 
o Bicycle/pedestrian accommodations and/or available ADA plans 
o Driveways/access points Transit 
o Railroad Crossings 
o Existing ITS/Wayfinding signs 
o Emergency Services facilities such as Fire and Police Stations 

• Qk4—and their subconsultants ICF, Corn Island Archaeology, and AECOM—will compile and 
present environmental data that may affect the design, development, and implementation of 
any proposed improvements. The types of data collected will include community resources, 
potential hazardous materials, and noise sensitive receptors. Other features such as aquatic 
resources (e.g., floodplains, wetlands, 
and sinkholes) shall be identified based on available data. The effort will consist of 
collecting the electronic databases, data files, and published data to produce a planning 
level footprint of red flag issues in GIS format. Findings will be incorporated into the draft 
and final report and materials for project team meeting(s). All red flag elements will be 
noted in the study as “…to be considered/further evaluated in the next phase of plan 
development.” 

• ICF will review and compile available GIS data for key 
resources, including National Wetland Inventory (NWI) mapping, US Geological Survey 
streams and wells, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) floodplains, Natural 
Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) soil survey classifications, US Fish and Wildlife 
Service (USFWS) threatened/endangered species and critical habitats in the vicinity, etc. 

• Qk4 and AECOM will prepare a summary of socioeconomic data to be incorporated into the 
study the consultant team will develop a Resource Agency Coordination Plan, 
including a contact list, coordination activities, and implementation schedule. Updates to 
the plan will be made throughout the study. Additional information is included in the 
Public Involvement Plan, appended to this scope of work. 
A spreadsheet documenting appropriate contact persons 
and contact information (e.g., email, phone, mailing address, etc.) will be compiled and 
updated for the duration of the study effort. 
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• Using criteria such as how a concept addresses given needs, its performance, costs, and impacts, 
a screening process will be completed to identify options to eliminate and options to advance 
for public input and possible future phasing. As part of this step, both qualitative and 
quantitative data will be compiled to assess the operations/benefits of implementing each 
concept. 

• Costs, transportation benefits (safety, mobility, and capacity impacts),environmental impacts, 
and community support/opposition will be analyzed to support project team decision-making 
regarding which Tier 2 concept(s) should advance to preliminary design. Results will be 
summarized in a matrix for use in project team prioritization decisions. 

• Project location maps, existing conditions and safety issues, impacts, relevant summary of public 
comments on the options, and cost estimate information will be included as appropriate for 
easy reference. 

• Meetings and coordination outlined:  
o Local elected officials (2 meetings) 
o Community advisory group (4 meetings) 
o 2 public meetings 
o Public website/survey 

• Formal document will include a final report and executive summary as well as the following 
documented in appendices:  

o Crash History 
o Traffic Forecast Report 
o Archeological Site Information (confidential, provided via email only) 
o Socioeconomic Study 
o KYTC Geotechnical Overview 
o PEL-related Summary 

• As key messages are finalized and updated, the project team can produce fact sheets to provide 
a quick overview of the project. The fact sheet, if used, could include the project scope, timeline, 
supporting graphics, website and social media details, and contact information for the project 
team. Fact sheets could be an effective resource for sharing project information with 
stakeholders via e-mail messaging or at public events. The fact sheets could also be available for 
download on the project website. 

• For this study, the main groups to engage with include residents, businesses, governmental 
agencies, elected officials, and community organizations in and around Jefferson and Shelby 
counties, and local and regional governments, such as Spencer County, as transportation 
decisions related to this project will directly affect them. 

• The study area has experienced notably rapid residential growth over the last few years, a trend 
that is projected to continue. Therefore, engagement with local land use and transportation 
planners will be important. 

• Input will be incorporated from:  
• Public stakeholders (residents, businesses, community organizations)  

• Local government agencies, including local and regional transportation/transit agencies 
whose facilities and routes may be impacted by the project 

• Resource agencies, including federal and state agencies responsible for environmental 
and historical resources, air quality, endangered species, etc. 

 
• Resources Agencies (RA) – RAs will include state, and federal agencies, each of which can provide 

valuable insight on resources and issues with the study area. These resources include, but are not 
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limited to, floodplains, wetlands, endangered species, historic and archaeological sites, parks, air 
quality, wildlife habitat, etc. There are also transportation needs that must be fulfilled and 
socioeconomic impacts that require consideration. KYTC will use the Kentucky State Clearinghouse 
submit the Draft report for agency comment. In addition, an opportunity for a virtual meeting will 
be provided as an effort to encourage input. The coordination will be discussed in the PEL document 
to ensure the comments are relayed to the FHWA and carried forward into future phases. To 
produce informed environmental decisions, agencies with special expertise or jurisdiction by law are 
included in the study process. Resource agency involvement begins early in the study to identify 
important issues related to the proposed action and continues throughout the study, ensuring 
meaningful and timely input from the various agencies. These agencies will receive early 
coordination letters. Individual meetings will occur as needed. Typical resource agencies include:  

• US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
• US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 
• Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) 
• National Park Service (NPS) 
• US Department of Housing & Urban Development (USHUD) 
• Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
• Kentucky Energy and Environment Cabinet 
• Kentucky Department of Fish & Wildlife 
• Kentucky Geological Survey 
• Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection 
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Applying the National PEL Framework to Texas Department of 
Transportation (TxDOT) Planning and Project Development 
August 2023 
 

In June through August 2023, staff from TxDOT met with FHWA’s contractors to explore ways to 
improve their PEL practices in line with the National PEL Framework.  The collaborations occurred over a 
series of four calls and working sessions. During the last two calls, TxDOT Central Office staff invited  
representatives from TxDOT District Offices to share insights into current practices and needs at 
different levels of project planning and implementation. This memorandum describes the primary 
opportunities identified to improve PEL practices as a result of these discussions.  

Figure 1. National PEL Framework 

 

Data Management and Access 
• Opportunity: Identify an entity to develop and maintain a data clearinghouse that provides 

access to current and reliable transportation, environmental, economic, and sociodemographic 
data for agencies involved in planning and environmental review. 
Benefits: This will enable consistent use of reliable data and enhance confidence in data and 
analysis supporting planning and environmental review.  It can also reduce costs involved in 
redundant data search and analysis. 
 

• Opportunity: Develop analysis standards used for prioritizing and evaluating investments. 
Currently, some MPOs have better data and standards than TxDOT so collaboration and data 
sharing can help to support data driven investment decisions.  
Benefits: This can enhance project prioritization and provide for more informed and defensible 
decision making based on reliable data.  The standards for determining investments can be 
modeled to align with the region’s goals, objectives, and performance measures.  
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Documentation 
• Opportunity: Establish a practice for documenting project Purpose and Need for candidate 

projects included in the MPO and State Long Range Transportation Plans.  The initial project 
Purpose and Need developed during plan development  can be refined in environmental review 
(NEPA). There is opportunity and a need to improve coordination between MPOs, TxDOT 
Districts, and TxDOT Central Office. MPO’s do not typically develop Purpose and Need 
statements for projects included in their Long Range Transportation Plans. The recent practice 
developed in TxDOT’s Houston District could be improved and expanded to more districts.  

o Example: TxDOT Houston District has initiated a Call for Needs that compliments their 
quantitative data. The Call for Needs engages local jurisdictions (Cities, Counties, etc.) as 
well as key stakeholders (Ports, etc.) and TxDOT District Area Offices to solicit input on 
pain points and areas of concern on the State system. Houston District provides an excel 
spreadsheet that solicits facilities, limits, the problem experienced, and potential 
solution as expressed by locals.  Houston District then spatially compares the Needs 
with the current data, plans and programs.  It has created criteria to prioritize the list of 
needs.  In some cases, the data and qualitative feedback identifies a clear Purpose and 
Need is identified (e.g., safety or capacity need) and thus, a project may be identified for 
commencement of environmental review and engineering phases.  The identified 
“need” is the basis for the project.  In other cases, the data and qualitative feedback 
identifies a clear problem, but a solution is not clear.  Thus, additional study may be 
required including a PEL, corridor, or feasibility study. The excel list is then brought to 
the MPO with the associated “disposition” (project, study, etc.) for inclusion into the 
long-range plan, which positions the “needs” (projects) for future funding.  Thus, if a 
corridor is selected for a PEL study, or for NEPA, this purpose and needs documentation 
provides the basis for a planning process to help inform PEL studies or to support NEPA 
documentation.  

Benefits: Having a more integrated planning to project development process will allow for NEPA 
practitioners (such as TxDOT planning and environmental review staff and environmental 
resource agencies) to better understand the project Purpose and Need including the logic for 
the project, how it was determined, and the public engagement initiatives and outcomes 
conducted in early planning. 

o Example: Communities are demanding more information, especially once the NEPA 
process has commenced. To streamline the response to these requests and improve the 
planning to implementation process, sharing information like that collected through 
Houston District’s excel file could better inform the project Purpose and Need at the 
NEPA stage. Those involved at the NEPA stage would be better informed about the 
Purpose and Need and better equipped to conduct analytical and engagement 
requirements of NEPA.  

Collaboration and Integration 
• Opportunity: Currently, there is inconsistency in TxDOT project management and development 

which results in different levels of coordination between the MPO, DOT District and Central 
Office. There is opportunity for planners to improve coordination and information sharing 
between MPO systems planning and DOT corridor planning.  This information would include 
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planning products such as the project Purpose and Need, alternatives analysis, and public 
engagement outcomes.  
Benefits: Improved coordination between MPO systems planning and DOT corridor 
planning/environmental review (NEPA) can help to streamline processes and reduce duplication 
of effort, saving time and money.  
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Applying the National PEL Framework to Arizona Department of 
Transportation Planning and Project Development 
August 2023 
 

In March through August 2023, staff from Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) met with 
FHWA’s contractors to explore ways to improve their Planning and Environment Linkages (PEL) practices 
in line with the National PEL Framework.  A total of four calls were held between March and August 
2023 including an introductory call, two follow-up technical assistance calls, and a final peer exchange 
workshop between ADOT and Florida DOT. The team worked with Arizona to explore opportunities to 
expand and improve their data organization and analysis supporting their PEL program and in 
accordance with the National PEL Framework. During this collaboration, Arizona expressed interest in 
learning more about the Florida Geographic Data Library (FGDL) and Environmental Screening Tool (EST) 
supporting Florida DOT’s Efficient Transportation Decision Making (ETDM) Process - Florida’s process for 
implementing PEL.  FHWA’s contractor explained the substance of the FHWA PEL Framework in the 
context of Core Pillar 2 - Data Management and Access (see Figure 1).  

The team then coordinated and held a virtual peer exchange session between FHWA, Arizona DOT, 
Florida DOT and University of Florida GeoPlan Center. In preparation for the peer exchange, the two 
states developed presentations and information that conveys their experience, challenges, and lesson 
learned for organizing a data library and analysis tool supporting their PEL programs. The materials that 
were shared in preparation for this exchange and the presentation and discussion from the exchange 
are included in this document.  

Figure 1. National PEL Framework 

 

ADOT first developed a set of questions to learn more about the FGDL and EST supporting Florida’s 
ETDM Process.  Florida DOT responded to these questions (shown below) which were shared with ADOT 
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in advance of the peer exchange.  The responses were supplemented with links to additional resources 
listed below.  

1. Additional information on ETDM - Office of Environmental Management - Home (fdot.gov) 
2. Public Access ETDM Site -https://etdmpub.fla-etat.org/est/ 
3. Training materials - https://www.fdot.gov/environment/etdm.shtm 

 

ADOT questions shared in advance of peer exchange:  

1. What was the initial intent and purpose for the development of the Environmental Screening 
Tool? 

2. Who owns it, maintains it, how often is data refreshed?   
3. How responsive are external agencies to provide updates? 
4. Are there formal agreements with external parties? 
5. How do you manage (internal/external, public) access – cover all roles and responsibilities 

within the process? 
a. How do the updates and information get input into the system?  Is it users inputting 

data themselves OR do they hand the updates needed to a technical team?  
b. What role do GIS teams at FDOT play within the workflow (i.e., providing data or 

consuming the data that is created in the tool)? 
6. How did you get buy-in internally within DOT to apply this tool on projects? 

a. Specifically cover IT, GIS, and executive stakeholders 
7. How did you get buy-in from external stakeholders (COGs/MPOs/environmental resource 

agencies) on developing and utilizing the tool?  
8. How do you make users aware of this tool? (i.e., is it on the FDOT website, what support 

documents do you have, do you send out notices for updates, do you offer training, etc.?) 
9. Given the tools maturity what would you do differently if you started today?  

a. Especially relating to the technical side, use of new Esri tools etc 
10. Has the end user evolved over the years?  
11. Is the data related to an LRS (or other common GIS network)? 
12. How does the PEL data connect to other databases and/or flow into other systems for next 

steps? 
13. What is the level of effort required to maintain (now that it is established)? How many FTEs, 

support people etc? 
14. How does the automatic email updates/dispute process work? How does it determine who 

needs to be contacted? 
15. How do the analysis tools work and what reports do they generate? (looking to discuss what 

geoprocessing the website does) 
16. Where is the environmental data sourced from, where is it stored, what plans do you have to 

keep the data current long term? 

 

https://www.fdot.gov/environment
https://etdmpub.fla-etat.org/est/
https://www.fdot.gov/environment/etdm.shtm
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ADOT-FDOT Peer Exchange 

The peer exchange was held virtually on August 14, 2023.  The agenda, presentation, and meeting 
participants are included in the Appendix.   

In advance of the peer exchange, review of FDOT responses about the EST and FGDL and further 
collaboration with ADOT resulted in the emergence of focus areas for more in-depth discussion at the 
peer exchange.  The four focus areas derived from the initial set of ADOT questions are provided below 
with key themes and outcomes from the peer exchange.  An additional important outcome of the 
exchange was in establishing a working relationship between the two states for continued dialogue and 
knowledge exchange. 

1. How does data flow between the agencies and FGDL and what are the agency roles? Is there a 
flow chart or documentation that illustrates this? 

FDOT has prepared flow diagrams 
characterizing different aspects of the 
ETDM process that are included within the 
ETDM Manual.  In 2001 a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) was created and 
signed by 23 Federal and state agencies, 
who committed to participate in Florida’s 
ETDM Process.  The agencies recognized 
the value and cost efficiencies from early 
and continual collaboration in the 
planning and project development 
process. 
 
The MOU is supported by specific agency 
operating agreements that specify the 
agency’s role and responsibilities in the 
process.  These include providing agency 
data at least annually, participating in 
project reviews and weighing in on the 
resources they are responsible for 
managing, among other responsibilities.  
Agency participation is primarily funded 
through USC139 J, which are federal 
planning funds. 
 
FDOT and  GeoPlan Center engage with 
ETDM practitioners through a standing working EST group to identify new needs and potential 
enhancements to the EST. The working group most often convenes when developing larger 
enhancements to the tool.  

2. What are FDOT and GeoPlan Center’s biggest lessons learned in developing the EST and FGDL, 
and are there things they would do differently? What are the high-level recommendations for 

Summary and Lessons Learned 

• Partner agency participation in Florida’s 
ETDM Process is funded through USC 139-J. 

• Memorandum of Understanding was critical 
for agency commitment to participate in the 
ETDM Process. 

• Users of the EST continually identify new 
needs and enhancements, and the EST is 
routinely updated to respond to these needs 
and improve the user experience. 

• Be flexible, requirements as defined by 
agency partners and practitioners are 
continually changing. 

• Involve users/practitioners in the 
development of the database and analysis 
tool. 

• Form a workgroup (of practitioners) to 
improve and prioritize enhancements to the 
tool. 

• Management of accounts for users of the EST 
is important.  
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another state trying to implement this – would you set up sharing agreements first, for 
example?  

Early on, the FGDL was split into public and private databases, which made updates to the 
databases more difficult down the road. 
They are in the process of changing that to 
make it possible for edits and updates to 
happen more quickly.  
 
There are probably less than 100 users a 
day on the secure site.  The public site 
experiences around 1000 viewers a 
month, so they haven’t run into capacity 
issues since the early days. The University 
of Florida has a robust ability to handle 
the business domain while GeoPlan 
Center focuses on systems database 
management. Reviewing all the data 
layers on occasion is a suggested practice 
to see what is still being used and what is 
no longer needed.  

 

3. How would you start development of a database and analysis tool, such as the EST, with limited 
staff resources? 

ADOT has data sharing agreements directly with some of the other state resource agencies 
already as well as Liaison Funding Agreements under USC 139(J) with some federal agencies, but 
how is sensitive data shared?  
 

Summary and Lessons Learned 

• Daily active users of the FGDL are less 
than 100 per day on the secure site.   
The public site experiences about 1000 
viewers per month. 

• Separation of the business domain and 
the application development side has 
proved effective. 

• Periodic review of data layers that are 
used often and those that aren’t used 
is helpful in managing the data sets on 
the FGDL. 
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FDOT had a lot of conversations on why it 
is important to share certain sensitive 
data. This included explanations about the 
benefit for planning to understand the 
resources at risk instead of putting 
applications in blindly which may be in the 
way of important resources.  
 
FDOT suggested starting with a clear 
understanding of the requirements for the 
state. For example, data needs to be 
tracked for the life of project which is 5+ 
years may influence how data is managed. 
FGDL has current and archived data. (FDOT 
and FGDL are happy to discuss in detail 
with ADOT in future collaboration).  

 

4. For Arizona, it is critical that data be linked 
to the linear referencing system, so that the data can go straight from planning to design. How 
does Florida manage this? 

ADOT is trying to implement digital delivery. There is no formal handoff between roadway 
design (done in CADD with no georeferencing), and planning so they have to re-add that 
intelligence to the data. ADOT would like for the data tool they develop to help the digital 
delivery data lifecycle in terms of data handoff. 
 
Within the ETDM Process, a Summary 
Report is generated that documents 
agency coordination and commitments at 
the planning phase.  This includes the 
agencies’ acceptance of project Purpose 
and Need, project comments including the 
degree of effect, among other project 
coordination. SWEPT is an environmental 
tracker that FDOT uses to store all 
documents to support future design and 
construction phases, but they don’t have a 
great way of georeferencing the impacts. 
They are still working on how data and 
information can be better utilized in the 
future. 
 

 

Summary and Lessons Learned 

• A Memorandum of Understanding and 
commitment from partner agencies is 
most important, as well as a clear 
understanding of the benefits from 
continuing agency.  

• FGDL has about 400 data layers – only 
about 5 are restricted/sensitive. 

• In developing a data clearinghouse, 
start with a clear understanding of the 
requirements for the state. 

• You need to be able to track data for 
the life of project plus five years.  This 
may influence how data is managed.  
FGDL has current and archived data. 
 

Summary and Lessons Learned 

• ADOT is trying to implement digital 
delivery. 

• A Project Summary Report is 
generated within FDOT’s ETDM 
Process that is used to document all 
agency coordination, commitments, 
and findings in the planning phase.  
This documentation is accessible and 
supports the NEPA phase. 

• FDOT has developed SWEPT - an 
environmental tracker that stores all 
documents to support future design 
and construction phases. 
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Appendix 
 

Peer Exchange Agenda  

1. Introductions (5 minutes) 
2. Peer Exchange context (5 minutes) 
3. ADOT assets and challenges with data management/analysis (5-10 minutes) 
4. Florida ETDM Process (10 minutes) 

a. Environmental Screening Tool 
b. Florida Geographic Data Library 

5. Facilitated discussion based on ADOT desired focus areas (50 minutes) 
6. Path Forward (5 minutes) 

 
Participants:  

• FHWA Office of Planning, Environment, and Realty - Cheng Yan 
• Renaissance Planning – Frank Kalpakis, Ysela Llort, Becca Buthe  
• ADOT - Sara Thompson, Carlos Lopez, Chris Gade, Steve Olmstead, Tazeen Dewan 
• FDOT & Consultants - Jonathon Bennett, Stephanie Clemons, Katasha Cornwell, Mike Konikoff, 

Lex Thomas 
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National PEL Framework 
Kentucky Technical Assistance

3/27/23



Agenda

• Clarify questions about the PEL scopes
• Share initial thoughts on the scopes/ potential areas 

for improved alignment with PEL core pillars
• Next steps



• How are these studies distinguished from the analysis in the 
subsequent NEPA study?

• Level of detail
• Expected outcomes 

• Is it expected that these studies will remove unreasonable 
alternatives (with good documentation of process and logic 
for removing alternatives) prior to the NEPA study?  

• Is there a process for identifying the potential 
permits/commitments that may be needed?

PEL and NEPA Evaluation Alignment



• Is there clear intent of engagement with public and stakeholders 
(e.g. why are we meeting, how we will collaborate, and expected 
outcomes)? 

• How will engagement support purpose and need and alternatives 
to be evaluated to minimize redo in NEPA? 

• How will project information be provided to stakeholders, 
resource agencies so they understand the project and can 
comment in a meaningful way?  

• project context, purpose and need
• how initial alternatives were defined
• process/method for resource agencies to provide commentary 

Interagency and Intra-agency Collaboration



• Does the scope anticipate clear documentation of how the 
study outcomes will inform the NEPA scope and process?

• Are the anticipated planning products documented in a way 
such that they’re supportive of and useful in NEPA? What 
have you learned from this in the past? Have there been 
challenges? 

• How are planning products resulting from the PEL study 
stored and made available to NEPA practitioners in the next 
phase? 

Documentation



• Are resource agencies involved in the analysis and selection 
of relevant data? 

• Does KY have a data clearinghouse for natural, cultural, 
sociocultural environmental data or is it organized for each 
project?  

• Is the Kentucky State Clearinghouse a platform to receive 
input from environmental resource agencies?

Data



 

Florida Department of Transportation 
RON DESANTIS 

GOVERNOR 
605 Suwannee Street 

Tallahassee, FL  32399-0450 

JARED W. PERDUE, P.E. 
SECRETARY 

 

Improve Safety, Enhance Mobility, Inspire Innovation 
www.fdot.gov 

July 25, 2023 

Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) 
Headquarters 
1655 West Jackson Street, MD 111F 
Phoenix, Arizona 85007  
 
Subject: Planning and Environment Linkages (PEL) Collaboration with ADOT  
 
Dear ADOT,  

The following questions were provided to the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 

Office of Environmental Management (OEM) from with a request for collaboration on PEL with 

Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) on FDOT’s Efficient Transportation and Decision 

Making (ETDM) process. The responses provided are high-level and intended to give an initial 

discussion point for the meeting set for August 14, 2023, at 3pm via teams. Additional 

information regarding FDOT’s process can be found within the responses below and on FDOT’s 

OEM website: https://www.fdot.gov/environment.  

What was the initial intent and purpose of the tool? 

 Response: The ETDM process combined with the Environmental Screening Tool (EST) is 

Florida’s answer to environmental streamlining. The process is how Florida accomplishes 

early and confinuous agency parficipafion for major transportafion project planning. As 

support of environmental streamlining objecfives idenfified in the U.S.C. secfion 139 and 

168 and subsequent amendments/acts.   

Who owns and maintains it? 

 Response: EST is owned by the FDOT, it is maintained through a collaborafion of FDOT 

staff, consultant contracts and state university agreements.   

How often is data refreshed? 

 Response: Data is provided by parficipafing agencies at agreed upon update and revision 

schedules. Each parficipafing agency is ensuring that the EST contains their agencies 

most recent data for meaningful involvement.  

How responsive are external agencies to provide updates? 

https://www.fdot.gov/environment
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 Response: Parficipafing Agencies in the ETDM process have an obligafion to respond due 

to agreements signed by their agencies.  

Are there formal agreements with external parties? 

 Response: Yes, there are different levels of agreements with agencies, depending on if 

the agency can complete the review with or without funding.  

How do you manage (internal/external, public) access – cover all roles and responsibilities 

within the process? 

 Response: Public access has its own site hftps://etdmpub.fla-etat.org/est/, this site 

restricts the users view of data that is not public record (e.g. archeologic sites). The 

public site gives access to make comments and sign up for interested projects.  Internal 

and external access is setup and maintained by the FDOT staff and consultants that 

manage the programs. There are various roles assigned depending on external, internal, 

or agency staff needs.  

How do the updates and information get input into the system? 

 Response: Depending on the users assigned role, they can have access to enter/update 

projects or make comments on project entered.  

What role do GIS teams at FDOT play within the workflow, i.e., providing data or consuming the 

data that is created in the tool. 

 Response: Both, by providing department-maintained data sets and project shapefile 

data, and by consuming the GIS analysis results. 

How did you get buy-in internally within DOT to apply this tool on projects?  

 Response: Showed there was a fime and effort reducfion on collaborafing early with 

agencies in addifion to FDOT Secretary approved procedure. 

How did you get buy-in from external stakeholders (COGs/MPOs/environmental resource 

agencies) on developing and utilizing the tool? 

 Response: There was in interagency team comprised of representafives from local, state, 

and federal agencies, that partnered with the Federal Highway Administrafion (FHWA) 

and FDOT in developing the ETDM Process. There are annual feedback reports in 

addifion to statewide meefings where improvements and training can be offered.      

How do you make users aware of this tool? (IE is it on the FDOT website, what support 

documents do you have, do you send out notices for updates, do you offer training, etc.)  

https://etdmpub.fla-etat.org/est/
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 Response: There are quarterly meefings with FDOT staff/consultant, email nofificafion to 

user group on new enhancements are sent out, trainings are scheduled to go over new 

features, retained training available through the FDOT training website/YouTube, and 

other contact methods including dedicated website 

hftps://www.fdot.gov/environment/etdm.shtm. 

Given the tools maturity what would you do differently if you started today?  

 Response: Our program is in constant state of improvement and adding ease of user 

accessibility.    

Especially relating to the technical side, use of new Esri tools etc.  

 Response: The EST GIS analysis and mapper use a mix of ESRI ArcGIS Server plafform, 

Oracle Spafial, and open-source Configurable Map Viewer (CMV). 

Has the end user evolved over the years?   

 Response: The end users started off more FDOT district staff, as staffing needs and 

consultant ufilizafion has increased, more consultants have access via contracts to aid in 

reviews.  

Is the data related to an LRS (Linear Referencing System) (or other common GIS network)?  

 Response: Project data can be related to FDOT’s standard LRS but is not required. The 

locafion of some data sets are derived using the FDOT LRS.  

How does the PEL data connect to other databases and/or flow into other systems for next 

steps?  

 Response: FDOT has mulfiple systems linked and are constantly working to improve the 

communicafion between systems.  

What is the level of effort required to maintain (now that it is established)? How many FTEs, 

support people etc.?  

 Response: EST Technical Support FTEs: 1 Help Desk, 5 Software Developers, 1 System 

Admin, 1 Database Administrator, 1 GIS Manager, 1 GIS Analyst, 1 Business Analyst, 1 

Project Manager. Does not include environmental staff in districts and central office. 

How does the automatic email updates/dispute process work? How does it determine who 

needs to be contacted?  

 Response: Agency users have assigned regions and roles that determine who is nofified 

about project updates and disputes. Emails are automated via applicafion code and 

database procedures. 

https://www.fdot.gov/environment/etdm.shtm
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How do the analysis tools work and what reports do they generate? (looking to discuss what 

geoprocessing the website does)  

 Response: Users request analysis reports that are generated by custom geoprocessing 

roufines on dedicated GIS servers. Results are stored in a database and output to 

standardized PDF reports. 

Where is the environmental data sourced from, where is it stored, what plans do you have to 

keep the data current long term?  

 Response: The GIS data is cataloged by the Florida Geographic Data Library (FGDL), in 

most cases stored by FGDL, and is sourced from local, state, and federal agencies as well 

as crowdsourced databases. Agency operafing agreements include provisions to keep 

the data current.  

We look forward to further discussion. 
Regards, 

Jonathon A. Bennett 
State Environmental Quality and Performance Administrator 
Office of Environmental Management 
Quality and Performance Section 
Florida Department of Transportation 
605 Suwannee Street | MS 37 | Burns Building Tallahassee, FL 32399-0450 
PH: (850) 414-5330 EMAIL: Jonathon.Bennett@dot.state.fl.us 

 

mailto:Jonathon.Bennett@dot.state.fl.us


National PEL Framework 
Arizona Technical Assistance

JUNE 2023



• Strong existing relationships with the counties and planning 
organizations that could be leveraged to create a stronger 
database resource for PEL. 

• Existing data hubs (AZGeo and Suncloud). Could expand 
existing databases or tools to include additional 
environmental and corridor study data. 

Opportunities



• Strong existing relationships with the counties and planning 
organizations that could be leveraged to create a stronger 
database resource for PEL. 

• Existing data hubs (AZGeo and Suncloud). Could expand 
existing databases or tools to include additional 
environmental and corridor study data. 

Opportunities



AZ Geo - Managed by state land department for the public in AZ 
& a place for state/local agencies to store and share data
• Bimonthly AZGeo Advisory Committee Meeting: discuss 

communications, events, Outreach and Technical Group 
activities, AZGeo data management

• 60+ data layers published by ADOT - Data only, no project 
integration or analysis

Existing Data Resources in Arizona

SunCloud – Regional data portal managed by a few counties 
(Maricopa County Association of Governments as lead) 
• Socioeconomic and transportation data
• Explorer tool analyzes needs and provides scores for 

safety, mobility, asset condition, environmental and 
economic development. Individual and combined needs 
score provided. 

• Opportunity – expand with environmental data



ADOT’s Linear Referencing System

Data Resources Cont.

∙ ADOT's Linear Referencing System (LRS) 
network unifies the local GIS data to the 
state's LRS network

∙ 100+ roadway characteristics are stored

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/a2534b5010e14323a8f013368517b8a6

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/a2534b5010e14323a8f013368517b8a6


ADOT project specific dashboards

• Challenges
• Lack of supply chain for GIS between Geospatial Section 

and other groups
• GIS Knowledge and access is limited
• Pending ArcGIS Pro transition
• Resources

• Corridor profile study digitized - created visual to support 
corridor profile studies



• Disorganized data, unrelated to LRS
• Parts of data were not in GIS, required geocoding
• Consultant produced static maps
• Creation of dashboard to provide better experience viewing study data
• Framework created to update for all future studies

Corridor Performance Dashboard

https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/df879
baa99fb499a9b4429b6af75ff33?org=azgeo

https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/df879baa99fb499a9b4429b6af75ff33?org=azgeo
https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/df879baa99fb499a9b4429b6af75ff33?org=azgeo


National PEL Framework
ADOT/FDOT Peer Exchange

August 14,  2023



Agenda

• Welcome and Introductions (5 minutes)
• Peer Exchange context (5 minutes)
• ADOT assets and challenges with data management/analysis (5-10 

minutes)
• Florida ETDM Process (10 minutes)

• Environmental Screening Tool
• Florida Geographic Data Library

• Facilitated discussion based on ADOT desired focus areas (50 
minutes)

• Path Forward (5 minutes)



Peer Exchange Context

• FHWA drafted National PEL Framework
• Guidance for states to implement PEL 

approaches
• Developed through Florida ETDM Process lens

• Collaborated with seven states to develop 
Framework

• AZ, UT, OR, CO, NC, MN
• FDOT participated in AZ, UT, OR collaborations
• Workshop in CO to review and refine 

Framework 
• Attended by seven states 



Peer Exchange Context

• FHWA providing technical assistance to three states
• AZ, KY, TX
• Expected to continue technical assistance to these and other 

states
• ADOT exploring development of accessible database to 

support PEL program
• Interested in learning about Florida's EST and FGDL



Peer Exchange Preparations

• ADOT prepared a series of questions (20) about the EST and 
FGDL

• FDOT provided responses to the questions and helpful 
resources

• ADOT identified desired areas of focus for the Peer 
Exchange



Peer Exchange Focus Areas
• How does the data flow between the agencies and FGDL and what are the agency 

roles? Is there a flow chart or documentation that illustrates this?

• What are FDOT and GeoPlan Center’s biggest lessons learned in developing the EST 
and FGDL, and things they would do differently? What are the high-level 
recommendations for another state trying to implement this – would you set up 
sharing agreements/recommendations first for example? 

• How would you start development of a database and analysis tool, such as the EST, 
with limited staff resources?

• For Arizona, it is critical that data be linked to the linear referencing system, so that 
the data can go straight from planning to design. How does Florida manage this?



Peer Exchange Focus Areas

• How does the data flow between the agencies and FGDL and what are 
the agency roles? Is there a flow chart or documentation that 
illustrates this?
• Funded through USC 139-J
• MOUs critical for agency commitment
• Users continually identify new needs – EST continually updated to respond to 

needs



Peer Exchange Focus Areas

• What are FDOT and GeoPlan Center’s biggest lessons learned in 
developing the EST and FGDL, and things they would do differently? 
What are the high-level recommendations for another state trying to 
implement this – would you set up sharing agreements/ 
recommendations first for example? 
• EST under constant improvement for the user
• Be flexible, requirements are continually changing
• Involve users/practitioners in the development
• Workgroup (of practitioners) to improve and prioritize enhancements to tool
• Management of accounts for users of the EST
• Daily active users –less than 100 – Public site about 1000 per month
• Separation of business vs. application development side



Peer Exchange Focus Areas

• How would you start development of a database and analysis tool, 
such as the EST, with limited staff resources?
• How did you get buy-in from agencies to share their data?
• MOU – commitment from partner agencies – clear understanding of the 

benefits from collaboration
• Use about 400 data layers – only about 5 are restricted/sensitive
• You need to be able to track data for the life of project plus five years – 

influences how you manage data – FGDL has current and archived data
• Start with clear understanding of the requirements for the state



Peer Exchange Focus Areas

• For Arizona, it is critical that data be linked to the linear referencing 
system, so that the data can go straight from planning to design. How 
does Florida manage this?
• ADOT trying to implement digital delivery
• Summary report used to document all coordination and findings of planning 

phase – it supports NEPA study
• SWEPT – environmental tracker that stores all documents to support future 

design and construction phases



National PEL Framework
ADOT/FDOT Peer Exchange

August 14,  2023



National PEL Framework 
Texas Technical Assistance

4/28/23



Agenda

1. TA Scope
I. Systems oriented transportation planning deep dive

I. Explore how systems oriented transportation planning can provide 
relevant products and decisions useful for the NEPA process

II. Identify example PEL approaches that illustrate useful strategies or ideas

III. Provide  considerations for how the three pillars from the National 
Framework can be incorporated in the Guidebook



• Confirm understanding of planning process
• Identify opportunities to integrate PEL core pillars in systems 

and corridor level planning
• Resource agency engagement at both levels
• Engagement with other stakeholders at these levels
• Intra agency coordination
• Enhanced access to data analysis and documentation

• Document opportunities for TxDOT to further PEL practices

Objectives 



• Corridor
• Provide opportunities to hone it and make it better
• Clear intent of studies
• Provide clarity on when they are conducted & why

• Systems level  
• How do we have these discussions? 
• Who do we meet with? 
• How do we get commitment? 

Integrating PEL Approaches



Application of the PEL Framework for 
Transportation Decision Making



Feasibility/Planning Corridor StudyLRTP NEPA

4 to 5 years 
before NEPA

2 years 
before NEPA

Commence 
NEPA

Regional Vision
• Environmental framework
• Economic construct
• Growth strategy/land use 

context
• Socio-demographic character
• Transportation system

• LRTP candidate projects
• Purpose and Need
• Project context

• Corridor vision
• Corridor context
• Refined Purpose and Need
• Alternatives evaluation

• Fatal flaw analysis
• Environmental issues 

(natural, cultural, 
community resources)

• Elimination of 
unreasonable alternatives

• Identification of potential 
permits

• NEPA supportive 
documentation

• Informed NEPA scope
• Cooperating and participating 

agencies
• Project delivery method
• Degree of design overlap
• Consultant procurement and 

project management strategy

1 year
 before NEPA

• Purpose and Need
• Class of Action
• Alternatives evaluation
• Required analyses
• Environmental 

documentation
• Location Design Concept 

Approval

Planning and Environment Linkages
Coordinated Systems Planning ang Project Development

How do we get resource agencies to meaningfully 
participate in the development of this plan? 



1. Understanding how the 10 year plan (UTP) is developed and 
who is involved in the collaboration process
a. Process for Districts to identify the projects in the plan
b. How is the decision made to conduct a PEL Study? 
c. When and how is it determined that a NEPA study will be 

programmed for funding?

2. How are resource agencies engaged if at all? 

Understanding the UTP



• Project determination: 
• Top down: The Texas Transportation 

Commission distributes the available UTP 
funding into 12 categories. Commission sets 
broad investment levels for the UTP for 
statewide performance measures and 
targets. 

• Bottom up: Individual transportation 
projects are selected using performance-
based measures based on local 
transportation needs

• TxDOT matches selected projects with available 
funding in the 12 UTP categories. 

Project Selection in 10 Year UTP



• Projects with intent to begin construction phase in next 10 years & 
timeline for funding. ~7000 projects

• The funding levels in the UTP are based on a forecast of potential 
transportation revenue that may be available over the next 10 years.

• Authorized development activities may include preliminary design, 
environmental analysis, right of way acquisition, and final 
engineering.

Outcome of UTP



• MPOs can use TxDOT provided software to 
analyze: 

• Impact based on each project’s potential impact on 
safety, preservation, congestion, and connectivity, 
as well as its economic and environmental effects. 

• TxDOT uses this data-driven approach to select the 
projects with the best return on investment. 

• Once the districts and MPOs have identified their 
highest priority projects, they assess the work that will 
be needed to make the projects a reality. Project 
development activities can include detailed planning, 
engineering design, environmental analysis, public 
involvement, right-of-way acquisition, and utility 
relocations. 

MPO Coordination
Opportunities: 

• Is there anything in this software that 
would let us know if the project would 
eventually lead to a higher class of 
action NEPA study? How is NEPA 
prioritized and programmed, and how 
long before NEPA are PEL studies 
conducted? 

• Is there opportunity for a systematic 
process for applying PEL in advance of 
NEPA?

• What does environmental data 
inclusion look like here? 

• What does collaboration with resource 
agencies look like? 



MPO Example Process: Houston RTP

Engagement: 
• The Transportation Policy Council (TPC) is 

responsible for setting transportation 
policies & approving all funding decisions. 
There are committees specialized by topic 
area to delve more deeply into technical 
matters.

How are environmental resources 
considered in plan development?  Are 
resource agencies involved in this 
process? 



• The MPO maintains several databases of individuals and 
stakeholder groups who receive notices about scheduled 
public meetings and other opportunities to provide 
comments on transportation planning issues. 

• Elected and appointed officials, business and chambers of 
commerce institutions, representatives of public 
transportation, non-profit agencies, community 
organizations, public agencies, public ports, the freight 
industry, private transportation providers, commuter 
programs, active transportation, environmental justice, LEP 
advocates, tourist organizations, media representatives, and 
other interested parties.

MPO Stakeholder Engagement

Are resource agencies involved in 
this process? 



Current strategy of getting the Districts on board, then 
leadership will eventually follow, but: 
• How do you get leadership champions, and who should 

they be, what kind of communication is necessary?
• Agency heads, departmental leadership

• Based on TxDOT organization and structure, what level 
of commitment is necessary? 

Building leadership commitment



• Renaissance to document opportunities for TxDOT to further 
PEL practices

• Look over any new documents/resources identified
• Next meeting continues today’s conversation & includes any 

others who would be beneficial to engage? 

Next Steps
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1. Introductions
2. Overview of National PEL framework
3. Overview of Texas’s PEL practice
4. Overview of Florida ETDM Process as notable practice
5. Opportunities for TXDOT

Agenda



TA Scope

1. Systems oriented transportation planning deep dive
A. Explore how systems oriented transportation planning can provide relevant 

products and decisions useful for the NEPA process

B. Identify example PEL approaches that illustrate useful strategies or ideas

C. Provide  considerations for how the three pillars from the National 
Framework can be incorporated in the Guidebook



• PEL is a collaborative and integrated approach to decision making 
and project delivery
• Incorporates environmental considerations during the planning process to 

align with and support the environmental review process

• Helps to accelerate project delivery, reduce risks, and improve project and 
planning outcomes

• PEL has broad applicability and can yield benefits to a wide range of 
transportation plans and programs prior to project development

• PEL as an approach supported by flexible and scalable applications
• Flexible - there is no singular prescribed application

• Scalable – applications implemented in systems and corridor planning as a 
foundation for NEPA so that it’s more efficient; geographically scalable too

Planning and Environmental Linkages (PEL) National Framework



5

• Systems Planning – the analysis and collaborative development of a 
transportation plan extending over a regional or statewide geography.
Flexible application of the PEL Framework is detailed for products 
developed and decisions made within systems plans, such as an MPO 
Long Range Transportation Plan, statewide Transportation Plan, or 
specific modal plans and programs.

• Corridor Planning –the analysis and collaborative development of a 
corridor plan that extends for a certain buffer along an existing or 
proposed transportation corridor.
Flexible application of the PEL Framework is detailed for products 
developed and decisions made within corridor plans conducted in 
advance of NEPA.

Relevant Terms



National PEL Framework

Pillars supported by notable 
practices for flexible 
application of PEL



Application of the PEL Framework for Transportation Decision Making
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1. Introductions
2. Overview of National PEL framework
3. Overview of Texas’s PEL practice
4. Overview of Florida ETDM Process as notable practice
5. Opportunities for TXDOT

Agenda



• Confirm understanding of Texas’ transportation planning 
process

• Identify opportunities to integrate PEL core pillars in systems 
and corridor level planning

• Resource agency engagement at both levels
• Engagement with other stakeholders at both levels
• Intra agency coordination
• Enhanced access to data analysis and documentation

• Document opportunities for TxDOT to further PEL practices

Objectives 



Feasibility/Planning Corridor StudyLRTP NEPA

4 to 5 years 
before NEPA

2 years 
before NEPA

Commence 
NEPA

Regional Vision
• Environmental framework
• Economic construct
• Growth strategy/land use 

context
• Socio-demographic character
• Transportation system

• LRTP candidate projects
• Purpose and Need
• Project context

• Corridor vision
• Corridor context
• Refined Purpose and Need
• Alternatives evaluation

• Fatal flaw analysis
• Environmental issues 

(natural, cultural, 
community resources)

• Elimination of 
unreasonable alternatives

• Identification of potential 
permits

• NEPA supportive 
documentation

• Informed NEPA scope
• Cooperating and participating 

agencies
• Project delivery method
• Degree of design overlap
• Consultant procurement and 

project management strategy

1 year
 before NEPA

• Purpose and Need
• Class of Action
• Alternatives evaluation
• Required analyses
• Environmental 

documentation
• Location Design Concept 

Approval

Planning and Environment Linkages
Coordinated Systems Planning ang Project Development

How do we get resource agencies to meaningfully 
participate in the development of this plan? 



1. Understanding how the 10 year plan (UTP) is developed and 
who is involved in the collaboration process
a. Process for Districts to identify the projects in the plan
b. How is the decision made to conduct a PEL Study? 
c. When and how is it determined that a NEPA study will be 

programmed for funding?

2. How are resource agencies engaged if at all? 

Understanding the UTP



• Project determination: 
• Top down: The Texas Transportation 

Commission distributes the available UTP 
funding into 12 categories. Commission sets 
broad investment levels for the UTP for 
statewide performance measures and 
targets.

• Bottom up: Individual transportation 
projects are selected using performance-
based measures based on local 
transportation needs.

• TxDOT matches selected projects with available 
funding in the 12 UTP categories. 

Project Selection in 10 Year UTP



• Projects with intent to begin construction phase in next 10 years & 
timeline for funding. ~7000 projects

• The funding levels in the UTP are based on a forecast of potential 
transportation revenue that may be available over the next 10 years.

• Authorized development activities may include preliminary design, 
environmental analysis, right of way acquisition, and final 
engineering.

Outcome of UTP



• MPOs can use TxDOT provided software to 
analyze: 

• Impact based on each project’s potential 
impact on safety, preservation, congestion, 
and connectivity, as well as its economic and 
environmental effects. 

• TxDOT uses this data-driven approach to 
select the projects with the best return on 
investment. 

• Once the districts and MPOs have identified their 
highest priority projects, they assess the work that 
will be needed to make the projects a reality. 

MPO Coordination

Opportunities: 

• How is NEPA prioritized and 
programmed, and how long before 
NEPA are PEL studies conducted? 

• Is there opportunity for a systematic 
process for applying PEL in advance of 
NEPA?

• What does environmental data 
inclusion look like here? 

• What does collaboration with resource 
agencies look like? 



MPO Example Process: Houston RTP

Engagement: 
• The Transportation Policy Council (TPC) is 

responsible for setting transportation 
policies & approving all funding decisions. 
There are committees specialized by topic 
area to delve more deeply into technical 
matters.

How are environmental resources 
considered in plan development?  Are 
resource agencies involved in this 
process? 



• The MPO maintains several databases of individuals and 
stakeholder groups who receive notices about scheduled 
public meetings and other opportunities to provide 
comments on transportation planning issues. 

• Elected and appointed officials, business and chambers of 
commerce institutions, representatives of public 
transportation, non-profit agencies, community 
organizations, public agencies, public ports, the freight 
industry, private transportation providers, commuter 
programs, active transportation, environmental justice, LEP 
advocates, tourist organizations, media representatives, and 
other interested parties.

MPO Stakeholder Engagement

Are resource agencies involved in 
this process? 



• Corridor
• What is the intent of current studies?
• When are they are conducted & why?

• Systems level  
• How do you have these discussions? 
• Who do you meet with? 
• How do you get commitment? 

Integrating PEL Approaches
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1. Introductions
2. Overview of National PEL framework
3. Overview of Texas’s PEL practice
4. Overview of Florida ETDM Process as notable practice
5. Opportunities for TXDOT

AGENDA



Florida’s Efficient 
Transportation 

Decision Making 
(ETDM) Process

The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable federal 
environmental laws described in this training are carried out by FDOT pursuant to 23 U.S.C. §327 
and a Memorandum of Understanding dated 12/14/2016, executed by FHWA and FDOT.

8/15/2023



Topics

Overview

Florida’s PEL ETDM 
Overview

Integrating our Processes

Institutionalizing the ETDM 
Process

20



FDOT Transportation Project Development Process

21

- Alternatives Analysis

NEPA
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• Transportation projects 
identified to support 
mobility, economic, 
community needs

• Florida Transportation Plan 
(FTP)

• Cost Feasible Plan (CFP)
• Strategic Intermodal 

System (SIS) Plans
• Planning Studies

• Define or refine project 
parameters and mode

• Establish Purpose and 
Need

• Define the Project Area
• Characterize 

Environmental Setting
• Develop and Evaluate 

Alternatives
• Facilitate scope of work for 

the PD&E Phase

Planning Phase 



ETDM Links Planning and NEPA
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Qualifying Projects
• Roadway Projects

• Additional through lanes that add capacity to an 
existing road 

• A new roadway, freeway, or expressway
• A highway providing new access to an area 
• A new or reconstructed arterial highway (e.g. 

realignment) 
• A new circumferential or belt highway bypassing a 

community 
• Addition of interchanges or major interchange 

modifications to a completed freeway or expressway
• A new bridge providing new access to an area; bridge 

replacements

• Public Transportation
• Rail – non-passenger rail on the SIS, new commuter 

rail, or new freight rail extending beyond current 
footprint 

• Transit – new facility, new terminal, New Start project 
extending beyond current footprint 24



ETDM Process

25



Key Players and Roles
• ETAT representative

• Well versed in agency’s statutory and regulatory authority
• Access to key agency decision-makers
• Single point of contact

• District ETDM Coordinator
• Coordinate activities of the process

• Initiate project screens
• Prepare summary reports

• Community Liaison Coordinator 
• Prepare sociocultural effects inventory
• Solicit and respond to public comments

• OEM Reviewers
• Complete Pre-Screening
• Approve Planning Products and future Environmental activities
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Native American Tribal Governments
Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida
Seminole Tribe of Florida 

State Agencies
Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP)
Florida Department of Economic Opportunity (FDEO)
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT)
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FFWCC)
Northwest Florida Water Management District (NWFWMD)
South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD)
Southwest Florida Water Management District (SWFWMD)
St. Johns River Water Management District (SJRWMD)
Suwannee River Water Management District (SRWMD)

Local Governments
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs)
Transportation Planning Organizations (TPOs)
Regional Planning Councils (RPCs)

Federal Agencies
Office of Environmental Management – serving as 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Federal Transit Agency (FTA) 
US Army Corp of Engineers (USACE)
US Coast Guard (USCG)
US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) 
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) 
US Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS)
US Forest Service (USFS)
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
National Park Service (NPS)

Environmental Technical Advisory Team (ETAT)



Environmental Considerations
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Air 
Quality

Natural 
Environment

Noise Human 
Environment

Essential 
Fish 

Habitat

Physical 
Environment

Sociocultural 
Effects

Section 
4(f)

Farmland

Relocations

Wetlands

Contamination



What is the Planning Screen?
What decisions are we supporting through this 
screening?
• Understanding of 

• Purpose and need
• Affected environment

• Agreement on mode
• Initial identification of fatal flaws and potential 

controversies
• Development and refinement of reasonable alternatives
• Early avoidance and minimization
• Inform our Cost Feasible Plans

29



What is the Programming Screen?
• Send out Advance Notification Package

• Intergovernmental Coordination and Review (ICAR)
• Federal assistance eligibility
• Federal consistency – compliance with Florida Coastal Management Program

• Identify potential avoidance, minimization and 
mitigation opportunities

• Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative Effects

• Fill data blanks

• Develop PD&E scope

• Acceptance of purpose and need

• Potentially eliminate alternatives

• Highlight critical path issues

• Obtain Federal consistency determination (incl. local government 
comprehensive plan)

• Provide considerations for class of action determination
30

What decisions are we hoping to make through this screening?



What is a Preliminary Environmental 
Discussion?

• Report that 
• Informs reviewing agencies and the public of our 

understanding  of potential environmental issues 
on a proposed project 

• FDOT providing project context 
• Communicates what we know relative to the 

specific:
• Project
• Alternative
• Issue

• Opportunity to identify 
• Resources FDOT knows about and whether we 

might come in contact with them, or not
• Coordination needs
• Technical studies
• Anticipated permits



Environmental Screening Tool (EST)

Integrates

Analyzes

Communicates

Informs



GIS Maps and Analysis Reports



ETAT Review



Review Project Information

Preliminary 
Environmental Discussion

Project Description
Purpose and Need
Project Documents

GIS Analysis Results
Sociocultural Data Report
Cultural Resources Report



Explore Maps



Additional Information

Field Reviews Agency-specific Knowledge 
(not in EST)

Agency Publications



Degree of Effect (DOE)

38

No Involvement

None

Enhanced

Minimal

Moderate

Substantial

Dispute Resolution

Identify resources & 
level of importance 

a.

CumulativeDirect Indirect

Assess effects
b.

c.
Identify potential 

severity of effects with 
detailed comments



Tasks and Outcomes
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Communicate with ETAT

Develop understanding of 
Purpose and Need

Send Advance 
Notification Package

Identify potential avoidance, 
minimization and 

mitigation opportunities

Develop PD&E scope

Accept purpose and need

Potentially eliminate 
alternatives

Fill data blanks
Highlight critical path issues

Determine class of action

Focus on feasibility

Preliminary 
Environmental 

Discussion



ETDM Coordinator Summarizes Results



Screening Summary Report
• Resource to Project Managers, ETDM Coordinators, 

Consultants, future team members, and future 
phases

• Feedback with documents project reviews, 
identification of concerns and summarize 
future project activities

• Summary DOEs
• Anticipated Permits & Technical Studies
• Summary of Public 

Comments
• Commitments

• Provided coordination document within District

41



Information to Advance to NEPA

42

• Purpose and Need
• Class of Action
• Cooperating and Participating Agencies
• Identification/refinement of alternatives
• Preliminary Environmental Discussion (PED) 
• Elimination of unreasonable alternatives 
• Identification of anticipated technical studies and permits
• Summary of public comments, sociocultural effects evaluation, and identification of 

community desired features
• Identification of future coordination activities
• Recommendations for subsequent project phases 
• Results of planning studies that may support the PD&E Study

Adopt Planning Products
• Information can be used within 5 years of publication

• Must follow conditions of 23 U.S.C. § 168 

• May include planning products identified in 23 U.S.C. § 168 
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Secure Site Public Access Site

https://etdmpub.fla-etat.org/est/

Information and Outcomes Feed 
Environmental Document 

Development

https://etdmpub.fla-etat.org/est/


Institutionalizing the Process

44



Agency Agreements

45



Policies and Procedures

46



Performance Management

• Quarterly Feedback Reports
• Annual Self-Assessments
• Annual Agency Communication Surveys
• Biennial Comprehensive ETDM Surveys

47



Training Program

48

http://www.fdot.gov/environment
/sched/track7.shtmTraining Videos

http://www.fdot.gov/environment/sched/track7.shtm
http://www.fdot.gov/environment/sched/track7.shtm


• Given TxDOT’s current processes – what are the 
opportunities? 

• Who else needs to be involved in these conversations? 
• Building leadership commitment – what are the specific 

challenges that need to be addressed? 

Opportunities for TXDOT



Next Steps
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